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Making space for ‘the social’: connecting sociology 
and professional practices in urban lighting 
design1 
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Abstract

Lighting is increasingly recognized as a significant social intervention by both 
lighting professionals and academic social scientists. However, what counts as 
‘the social’ is diverse and contested, with consequences for what kind of ‘social’ is 
performed or invented. Based on a long-term research programme, we argue that 
collaboration between sociologists and lighting professionals requires negotiat-
ing discourses and practices of ‘the social’. This paper explores the quality and 
kinds of spaces made for ‘the social’ in professional practices and academic col-
laborations, focusing on two case studies of urban lighting that demonstrate how 
the space of ‘the social’ is constrained and impoverished by an institutionalized 
division between technical and aesthetic lighting. We consider the potential role 
of sociologists in making more productive spaces for ‘the social’ in urban design, 
as part of the central sociological task of ‘inventing the social’ (Marres, 
Guggenheim and Wilkie 2018) in the process of studying it.

Keywords: Light; urban design; inventive sociology; professions; performativity; 
actor-network theory

Introduction

Light is increasingly being recognized as a significant social material: on the 
one hand, there is a growing social science of  light and lighting that reclaims 
this material from the purely technical domain; on the other hand, lighting-re-
lated professionals increasingly understand their practice as an intervention in 
social worlds. In other words, a lot of work is being invested to connect  light and 
society, to recognize the centrality of lighting for shaping social space and the 
centrality of ‘the social’ in shaping light into the visible forms we experience.
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However, actor-network theory (ANT) and science and technology studies 
(STS) tell us that the very idea of ‘connecting’ light and society causes trouble 
by assuming there are two already-existing entities – one technical, one social – 
to be connected, usually by demonstrating the impact of one on the other. This 
is indeed what our research group is often asked to do by colleagues and col-
laborators – either to do a ‘sociology of …’ light and lighting for an academic 
audience; or to supply lighting professionals with ‘evidence-based’ findings as 
to how light impacts bodies, brains or crime rates. That is also to say that the 
idea of connecting light and society is linked to the separation of lighting-re-
lated professions and social sciences into independent practices and knowl-
edges (and to demonstrating ‘impact’ in ‘impact case studies’).

Our aim in this article is to explore how different practices (professional and 
academic) make space for something each calls ‘the social’ and to explore the 
shape or quality of the spaces they carve out for it. ‘The social’, pace  Latour, is 
not a pre-existing thing to be invoked or represented in sociological accounts; 
and yet it is  continuously invoked and performed by actors (including social 
scientists), with consequences for practice. This also involves a critical or norma-
tive concern: from the perspective of our  ‘social’, how do we as academic social 
scientists relate to the ways in which ‘the social’ is being invoked and performed 
in the world of urban lighting? And how can social science professionals involve 
themselves in the professional configuring of lighting and urban space?

‘The social’ is not a concept that sociologists are able to simply impose on prac-
titioners. The social-shaped space carved out in professional practices depends on 
the particular histories, institutions and materials through which they are formed. 
Hence, the process of making space for the ‘the social’ needs to be studied as 
internal to practices (both academic and professional): what material and con-
ceptual forms of association between people and things emerge within the orga-
nized flow of professional practices? What is understood by professionals to be 
‘social’ as opposed to technical, spatial, aesthetic, and so forth? How expansive 
or constrained, how reflexive or tacit, is ‘the social’ that lighting people perform? 
How does it relate to some of the dimensions of ‘the social’ that sociologists rou-
tinely invoke such as social division, inequality, practice, and so on?

The sociological practice from which this paper is written is based on an 
extended series of collaborations with lighting, design and planning profession-
als carried out by the Configuring Light research group over the past five years 
(www.configuringlight.org). Our own sense of ‘the social’ has been produced 
through our engagement with lighting work as well as through our own prior for-
mation as professional sociologists. In this sense, our work is closely aligned with 
the movement towards ‘inventive’ and ‘live’ methods (Back and Puwar 2012; 
Law 2004; Law and Urry 2004; Lury and Wakeford 2014; Marres, Guggenheim 
and Wilkie 2018), which recognizes the extent to which our  social scientific 
‘social’ emerges, or can emerge, from forms of participation and engagement, 
and a commitment to build our own sociology from this recognition.

https://www.configuringlight.org
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Collaboration between social science academics and professional practi-
tioners necessarily involves negotiation, even conflict, over the nature of ‘the 
social’, how to study it and what role it is assigned in diverse aspects of a prac-
tice (design, implementation, evaluation). While we are not able to simply 
impose our own ‘social’ as authoritative or expert (and we have learned to lis-
ten more attentively to ‘their’ various socials), collaboration certainly involves 
partisanship – we are trying to secure the opportunity for performing ‘our’ 
social, we are fighting our corner to show that our social is informed by more 
rigour, has unrecognized usefulness and is the result of histories of debate 
and systematic effort. We are concerned with how professional lighting can be 
sociologically enriched; conversely, in this article we use the term ‘sociological 
impoverishment’ to index our sense of how ‘the social’ may be constrained or 
marginalized. At the same time, we need to treat the space that sociologists 
make for ‘the social’ in the same way as the space made by other professionals, 
especially since social scientists produce wildly diverse ‘socials’, without agree-
ment. ‘Our social’ is only one of many that could be put forward by fellow 
sociologists, geographers, anthropologists and so on.

This complex negotiation over the nature of ‘the social’ forms the crux of 
our argument: post-ANT and inventive methods literature is concerned with 
acknowledging the performative nature of social knowledges. This continues 
the long tradition of reflexive sociologies which envision social actors as cre-
ative agents who produce their worlds in part through their own social con-
cepts. As a direct consequence, the second order understandings and concepts 
of social analysts become performative, taken up by social actors in producing 
their worlds. However, if, like us, you are social researchers trying to collabo-
rate with lighting designers, councils, community groups and other publics, you 
soon find that performativity is far from the automatic upshot of sociological 
practice: it is a hard-won achievement. The professionals you work with do 
indeed have reflexive ‘social’ concepts, but they are likely not to be yours. Or 
they are versions so mediated as to be scarcely recognizable as ‘the socials’ we 
produce within academic social sciences. Moreover, as we indicate later, pro-
fessional invocation of ‘the social’ can simply be a way of commercially brand-
ing a design practice, or securing Bourdieuan field advantages in the form of 
status, such that ‘the social’ is a signifier that no one feels particularly obliged 
to specify at all. Far from needing merely to recognize and take responsibility 
for the performativity of our social science, we experience continuous perfor-
mance anxiety as we seek to get our version of ‘the social’ enacted.

Making space for ‘the social’ – and the ‘right’ kind of space, the space we 
seek to promote from our academic standpoint – is consequently a fraught 
negotiation rather than an automatic performativity. Below, we explore the 
making of social-shaped spaces in professional lighting practices through two 
case studies. Both revolve around what we take to be a fundamental discursive 
split within lighting – that between technical and aesthetic framings of light; 
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the case studies therefore consider how ‘the social’ has been shaped and, we 
argue, ‘impoverished’ by this division. In our concluding section we return to 
the idea of inventive methods and the ways in which sociological practice is 
positioned by the different spaces made for ‘the social’.

Methodological background

The initial aim of our research programme was to open up light as a neglected 
empirical object to sociological scrutiny. Our focus was on the dynamics of 
lighting practices within public realm lighting and how they enacted social 
space. Beginning with ethnographic observation of lighting design practices, 
we were then actively encouraged by the professionals we encountered to par-
ticipate, as consultants, in the construction of ‘the social’ from our sociological 
perspective.

This dual role – as sociologists of  and within  these lighting processes – has 
continued over many collaborative projects. These include the two case stud-
ies, below, in which we conducted social research as part of design processes, 
while also studying them as ethnographers. Additional projects (see www.con-
figuringlight.org) include ‘Smart Nighttime Design’ (a two-year collaboration 
in Cartagena, Colombia with designers from Arup and additional spatial and 
urban analysts); research and workshops with the Mairie de Paris to light the 
Place des Fetes; and ‘Achieving Publicness in Elephant Park’ – a (so far) three-
year study with extensive access to the developer, LendLease, and its land-
scape and lighting design. Other forms of collaboration across the academic/
professional divide have included a workshop series on ‘light and inequality’ 
to bring together policy makers and academics (Sloane, Slater and Entwistle 
2016); and seven ‘Social research in design’ workshops in which designers study 
specific sites for 3–5 days, integrating social research into their production of 
design strategies (Slater, Bordonaro and Entwistle 2018).

Methodological details supporting our two case studies follow below. 
Methodologically, however, the paper draws on all these multiple engage-
ments and the long-term dialogue between our sociological ‘social’ and their 
professional ‘social’. Importantly, while these collaborations are evidence that 
making space for the social has been welcome, we also encountered funda-
mental institutional divisions which served to divide and constrain the space 
of ‘the social’.

Social studies of light and lighting

While social sciences have been profoundly transformed by making space for 
‘the material’, proper analytical symmetry in investigating materials like light 
requires more movement in the opposite direction, to return to the concepts 

http://www.configuringlight.org
http://www.configuringlight.org
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of ‘the social’ that are performed in the professional configuration of materi-
als. The socialness of light takes at least three major forms that open it up to 
a sociological gaze. Firstly, lighting materially shapes spaces of social inter-
action. When lighting professionals cast light on a social scene, they perform 
complex socio-technical assemblages that produce social spaces, with impli-
cations for how spaces are populated, used, and experienced. Secondly, light 
is a material that is configured through socio-culturally specific technologies, 
practices, regulations, cultural forms, values and knowledges. This is significant 
today, with intensive technological and institutional change – LED, control 
systems, ‘smart’ and big data – routinely challenging understandings of how 
light is to be materially configured. Thirdly, lighting is at the centre of multi-
plying social issues and controversies – for example, light pollution, circadian 
rhythms, economic and environmental sustainability, crime and security, and 
so on – through which this material is reimagined and used to articulate new 
relations between social, technical and ‘natural’ processes, and through which 
concerned publics are assembled, and ‘material participation’ and ‘material 
politics’ enacted (Entwistle and Slater, under review).

Moreover, all three points of sociological interest involve interdisciplinary 
negotiation (Barry and Born 2014); for example, the current topicality of cir-
cadian rhythms and related health claims has shifted lighting studies, profes-
sions and industries towards bio-sciences and causal accounts of the impact of 
light frequencies on bodies and behaviours. Hence, ‘human-centred lighting’ is 
increasingly largely understood by professionals as a biological or behavioural 
matter rather than one of social patterns and practices (see the section ‘The 
technical and the aesthetic’).

All three points both highlight the ‘socialness’ of light and render it con-
testable. However, light received little social science attention until the past 
decade. Previously, academic lighting research was split, like the profes-
sional discourses discussed in the section below (‘The technical and the aes-
thetic’), between technical literatures that sought to measure the impact of 
light on behaviours; and an aesthetic framing of lighting within design his-
tory, visual representation and performance. One exception to this absence 
was Schivelbusch’s (1995 [1983]) genealogy of lighting in Disenchanted Night , 
where lighting technologies appeared as emergent actors in a fully social-tech-
nical drama of modernity.

How do the new literatures on light position the questions we are explor-
ing? Drawing initially on material culture studies in anthropology, new social 
studies of light (see Bille and Sorenson (2007)) focus on how specific ways of 
doing light constitute ‘light cultures’ (Bille 2013: 11, 2015: 2) that recursively 
reproduce specific social forms – for example, hygge  (often translated as ‘cosi-
ness’) is an organizing logic of Danish domesticity and of national branding. 
Ethnographic attention is directed not only at the situational reproduction of lit 
social spaces (homes, streets and offices) but also to wider social reproduction. 
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For example, people’s normative sense of a properly lit home connects to the 
consumption and regulatory structures under-pinning energy use (Bille 2013; 
Genus and Jensen 2017; Pink and Leder Mackley 2016; Shove and Spurling 
2014). However, this literature has not extended to how lighting professionals 
perform light cultures within their own practices.

Lighting studies converge with concepts of affect and atmosphere (Anderson 
2009; Bille, Bjerregaard and Sørensen 2015; Edensor 2017; Ingold 2016), draw-
ing on Böhme’s (2017) phenomenological analysis of ‘atmosphere’ as the expe-
riential structure of embodied spatial feeling. As a constituent of atmosphere, 
light is a core affective material that contributes to ‘tuning’ the embodied feel-
ing of a space. While atmosphere opens a crucial dimension of space, it tends to 
focus attention on spectacular forms (light festivals, light art and tourist sites) 
separated from the mundane stuff (streetlights, bollards, retail signage) con-
stituting the material fabric of streets (Edensor 2017; Edensor and Millington 
2009). There are notable exceptions to this within cultural geography. Shaw 
(2014: 2228) examines how lighting engineers’ knowledge frames decisions and 
choices over lighting technologies and policy and argues there is a ‘significant 
gap’ in terms of how this connects to the ‘tacit and experiential ways in which 
people engage with infrastructure on a day-to-day basis’. In sympathy with this 
view, Ebbensgaard (2016) analyses how street lighting is experienced within 
the everyday routinized practices of older residents in the London Borough of 
Newham, which he argues are consequential to Newham Council’s policy and 
practical implementation of its new lighting plan.

What remains under-researched are the ways in which atmospheres connect 
to wider circuits of professional lighting in manufacturing, design and regula-
tion. Yet terms like atmosphere and ambience are shared with lighting profes-
sionals whose use of these concepts needs to be understood in relation to their 
practical construction of ‘the social’. As explored below, within lighting pro-
fessions, atmosphere is regarded as an aesthetic property of privileged social 
spaces (heritage and commercial centres) while other spaces, such as housing 
estates, are not sufficiently valued to merit an atmosphere. Indeed, little empir-
ical attention has been paid to atmosphere as the outcome of design practices. 
Significantly, although Bohme (2017) discusses atmospheres as the ‘staging’ of 
scenes by theatrical directors, designers and advertisers, he characterizes this 
aesthetic labour not in terms of empirically observed professional practices 
but the manipulative aestheticization produced within consumer capitalism, 
largely based on dated critical theory.

We might instead turn to the currently burgeoning literature on design 
professions for academic discussion of the construction of ‘the social’ within 
professional design practices. There is in fact a long history of literatures that 
critically theorize designers’ relationships to ‘the social’, from William Morris’s 
activist cultural politics to Bauhaus engagements with technological moder-
nity. The critique of ‘normal’ design, which appears as socially disengaged 
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and irresponsible (either pure craftsmanship or technocratic functionality) is 
exemplified by Papanek (1985 [1971]) for whom ‘the social’ is both the con-
text for and the goal of design work. However, he argues that most design-
ers occupy a purely technocratic position in industrial capitalist processes, 
blinding them to social values and ends and evading social responsibility and 
social relevance (Clarke 2013). The problem, however, is that in these accounts 
‘the social’ doesn’t play a role in  design practice (except in the narrow sense of 
identifying given social ‘needs’); on the contrary, it is construed as ‘out there’, 
as an already existent entity with which designers must reconnect. Similarly in 
the urban planning of Jan Gehl (2011 [1980]), ‘the social’ is to be measured, 
observed and incorporated into better design work to uncover ‘life between 
buildings’, but again it is an ‘out there’ that planners must be made to connect 
with. Clearly this fails to recognize the designer’s own performativity as a pro-
ducer of ‘the social’.

More promising is the broad tradition of user studies, particularly within 
STS and ANT, which is concerned with how end users and uses are internal-
ized within designed objects (scripting, programming, etc.) and how this con-
tributes to the distribution and delegation of ‘the social’ across production 
and consumption, and between objects and users (Akrich 1992; Ivory 2013; 
Latour 1992; Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003). Focus on the narrative construc-
tion of anticipated users and social futures, under the banners of sociology of 
expectations and speculative method, have generated studies of performance 
of ‘the social’ (Wilkie and Michael 2009) as well as methodologies for connect-
ing social and design invention (Dunne and Raby 2013; Wilkie, Savransky and 
Rosengarten 2017). Finally, and closest to our arguments, are explorations of 
design cultures (Cuff 1992; Kimbell 2011; Farias and Wilkie 2015) that focus 
on design as situated practices along the lines of laboratory studies, and which 
rigorously treat design work as performative, with close attention to the ways 
in which concepts are formulated within design processes.

Finally, there is literature on participatory and co-design: conceptualiz-
ing how design connects to ‘society’ requires ontologies of what this society 
is made of (stakeholders, power, expertise, etc.). While user involvement in 
design has become mainstream in many product design areas, it is marginal in 
the professional worlds of lighting and urban design. More common – indeed 
often required by planning departments – is the formalistic invocation of ‘the 
social’ through consultations  (Rydin 2007). The consultation is a device osten-
sibly to make ‘the social’ speak, to represent itself in an actionable form. Apart 
from the limited public that actually speaks, consultations do not generally 
acknowledge their own performativity. This critique is better articulated in lit-
eratures from development studies (Green 2000; Riles 2000; Slater 2013): pro-
fessional networks conjure up an ‘outside’ that they can represent, ‘a society’ 
in whose name they can then speak. The same point can be made about ‘smart’ 
technologies and big data within design and planning: there is an assumption 
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that ‘the social’ is that which automatically represents itself through mecha-
nisms such as the algorithm and the sensor.

Mapping ‘the social’ in lighting design

The sociological ‘social’ meets the professional ‘social’

Over the same period that academics discovered lighting, lighting-related 
professions have foregrounded ‘the social’. Firstly, a social turn within light-
ing and public realm design has been signalled by the rise of urban lighting 
masterplanning, starting with Lyon’s 1987 plan and gathering momentum from 
the late 1990s. Masterplanning aims at a coherent city-wide lighting strategy 
that fits within politically agreed development plans (see Entwistle and Slater, 
under review). The lighting masterplan is concerned with functional needs 
(traffic and pedestrian safety, zoning, etc.) and  aesthetic value, including a 
coherent urban visual identity. Masterplans tend to centre on urban typologies 
that include social forms: what kinds  of streets, buildings and public spaces 
with what kinds of functions? However, the tendency is to equate ‘coherence’ 
with purely technical standards or the top-down imposition of design schemes 
(Kohler 2014; Lee 2014).

Secondly, lighting masterplanning, particularly from the 1990s, connected to 
a wider movement towards ‘social lighting’, via Narboni (2004), Brandi and 
Geissmar-Brandi (2007) and Clair (2003). Further, lighting activists such as 
the Social Light Movement and Lumières Sans Frontières championed ‘social 
lighting’ to focus on lighting as community-engaged social intervention within 
urban areas (poor, marginal, ‘ethnic’) outside high-status city centres, while 
professional bodies such as LUCI have worked since 2001 to help cities shift 
light planning beyond the technical to a wider remit of ‘quality of life’ for 
multi-cultural populations.

Finally, lighting design is a marginalized profession, subordinated to more 
powerful professions such as architecture; one strategy for increasing pro-
fessional status within the field has been to make claims to ‘human’ or social 
knowledges, and to articulate design philosophies that integrate the technical, 
aesthetic, social and spatial. Two examples from long-term Configuring Light 
collaborators: Speirs+Major explicitly theorize their practice in terms of Kevin 
Lynch’s (1975 [1960]) spatial analysis in which lighting serves to make more 
legible an ‘image of the city’ that connects urban morphology to social prac-
tices (cf. Major 2015). Similarly, Leni Schwendinger, previously with Arup’s 
urban lighting group, contributed an approach to ‘night-time design’ in which 
lighting becomes part of orchestrating all the material elements of urban social 
space after dark (Arup 2015).

Our ongoing collaborative work with lighting designers has depended on 
this professional ‘social turn’ establishing a convergence between lighting 
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practice and sociological research. For a lighting designer to light a public 
space involves understanding what people are doing, how they are moving 
at different times, for what reasons, what environmental features they value, 
need and use and how they experience the identity and ambience of a space. 
Lighting professionals act upon these features at mundane levels, often gov-
erned by lighting standards that formalize relationships between light and 
social practice in great detail. For example, lighting designers talk about task 
lighting, wayfinding, narratives and scenes, each relating lighting to mundane 
social practices.

However, while lighting professionals are naturally engaged with social prac-
tices, our interviews and observations show that they routinely feel on shaky 
ground, without the methods, concepts or data that should provide reliable 
and actionable social knowledge. This need is not met by standard statistical 
measures (e.g., footfall or demographics) which offer limited connection to 
practices or their mediation through different social groups. For many light-
ing designers, ‘social research’ means field visits, anecdotes and very selective 
voices from community consultations. Thus, while lighting professionals we 
work with are engaged with social life and aware of the role light plays in sup-
porting social practices, mobilities, meanings and identities, they tell us they 
lack a systematic social knowledge. Our collaborations with lighting profes-
sionals have connected with their need for ‘social rationales’ for design deci-
sions: we are invited to supply and represent ‘the social’ by providing social 
research methods to go alongside the aesthetic, technical, political, financial 
and other knowledges they employ (Slater, Bordonaro and Entwistle 2018).

We can summarize this convergence between ‘our’ social and ‘theirs’ in two 
points that have formed the basis of our various collaborations: First, making 
space for ‘the social’ means engaging lighting as a material intervention into 
diverse spatial social practices within differentiated groups of people as they 
are collectively organized, focusing on social differences, rather than disaggre-
gated ‘individuals’ or aggregated ‘communities’. Second, studying ‘the social’ 
in lighting means deploying a range of (often bespoke) research methods that 
rigorously map this complex socio-technical world and open it to challenge 
and creative response. What should emerge is an understanding of social space 
that not only acknowledges but in various senses activates the diverse people 
and practices that make up the life of a street, park, or housing estate one is 
trying to light. Most significant in our own collaborations has been the use 
of sociological concepts and methods to engage with the embodied presence 
of actual stakeholders rather than with the virtual or projected people that 
emerge from formal consultations, statistics or – as often as not – the unchal-
lenged anecdotal impressions of designers and planners. The fluid complexity 
of ‘the social’, as derived from social sciences, above all stands for its potential 
to open up design processes to challenge through empirical engagements with 
realities that it may not even have been aware of.
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The professional ‘social’ as mediation

Our collaborations evidence how our own social science version of ‘the social’ 
resonates with needs of professional practice. However, we need to qualify 
this neat picture. We have generally worked with leading edge design practices 
whose status is bound up with engaging the social character of lighting; pub-
lic realm lighting itself – a vividly social intervention as compared to lighting 
hotels or restaurants – involves high status but low profit commissions not all 
design practices can afford. Lighting design is more often what we will describe 
as ‘sociologically impoverished’, routinely applying technical standards, or – 
occasionally – providing socially arbitrary aesthetic embellishment. Moreover, 
while we might claim a natural affinity between our ‘social’ and that of light-
ing designers a panoply of other actors (councils, planners, developers, consul-
tants, marketing departments, engineers, manufacturers, technical standards, 
LED technologies, control systems) are also involved in producing, mediating 
and enforcing constructions of ‘the social’ to which lighting is to be connected. 
These diverse ‘socials’ can be in considerable tension with our sense of ‘the 
social’. Three competing ‘socials’ are particularly worth noting here. All three 
have been identified through our research experiences, trade publications and 
professional relationships accumulated across the diverse research involve-
ments indicated under ‘Methodological background’, above. We have also sug-
gested some significant examples.

First, ‘the social’ is sometimes reduced to social problems : while sociology 
and most other social disciplines regard all social settings as ‘social’, for insti-
tutional collaborators only problematic or marginal spaces count as ‘social’. 
By the same token, light is sometimes seen as a social matter only when it 
aligns with headline issues and matters of ‘social concern’: for example, crime, 
light pollution, sustainability, health impacts. Similarly, ‘the social’ is frequently 
reserved for types of places, residential as opposed to commercial zones, or 
seen as a ‘cultural’ matter only when light shines on iconic, branded or heritage 
sites. Making space for ‘the social’ has often meant generalizing ‘the social’ to 
all  spaces.

Second, ‘human-centred’ design has become an important rallying point 
(and marketing strategy) for academics, designers, manufacturers and munic-
ipalities: lighting should be focused on ‘the human’, defined both as universal 
(‘people’) and as opposed to objects (particularly cars). This frames lighting 
within psychology or biology, and assumes collectivities (people, humans, ‘the 
community’), both occluding the idea of ‘the social’ as a complexity of associ-
ations that differentiates what light shines on and that mediates the impact of 
lighting on bodies or minds.

Third, ‘the social’ is often operationalized by deploying devices through 
which ‘it’ can automatically represent itself, such as public consultations, par-
ticipatory design, social media and ‘big data’. ‘Smart’ lighting, for example, 
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promises to automate the production of ‘the social’ by translating population 
movements into real-time data flows. Whatever data representations these 
devices produce is ‘the social’ to which the lighting professional is accountable.

From the standpoint of our engagement with professional lighting, as mapped 
out above, these understandings reduce or impoverish ‘the social’. In the follow-
ing section, we explore this reduction empirically through two case studies.

The technical and the aesthetic: The profession of lighting cities

In this section we present two case studies of professional urban lighting in 
order to explore the space that is made for ‘the social’; and to explain why – 
as academic social researchers – we felt that space to be impoverished. Both 
cases hinge on what we take to be a fundamental distinction between techni-
cal and aesthetic framings of light, an institutionalized dichotomy that works 
to limit the space of ‘the social’. The distinction itself therefore needs some 
explanation in advance of the empirical examples. On the one hand, lighting 
is frequently framed as a technical practice, a bundle of measurable properties 
deployed to secure specific social functions such as task lighting or safety. On 
the other hand, lighting can be framed as aesthetic practice, the production of 
visual spectacle (such as now-ubiquitous lighting festivals) or of specific spaces 
coded as aesthetic – beautiful, photogenic and atmospheric – such as ‘heritage’ 
districts and high-value commercial centres.

This distinction was part of the formation of urban lighting as it emerged 
in early modern Europe. Initially, lighting served as the functional delivery of 
public order and pedestrian safety from crime and vehicular risk by private 
lighting firms and municipal regulation (Schivelbusch 1995 [1983]). Prior to 
municipal street lighting, cities after sundown were deemed dangerous, with 
order to be maintained by curfew (Beaumont 2015). From the introduction 
of rudimentary public lighting in the 1680s onwards in Europe (following the 
requirement for private houses to light lanterns at night), lighting was tied to 
cost efficient provision up to standards deemed technically to discharge public 
obligations to secure public order.

At the same time, the newly lit city was also an aesthetic production, a trans-
formation of urban night into dramatic spectacle. The modern city as a lumi-
nous experience is central to a wider modernism in which lighting, municipal 
and commercial, constitutes the spectacle of modernity itself (McQuire 2005; 
Isenstadt, Dietrich Neumann and Petty 2015). This aestheticization includes 
spectacular events that used advanced lighting to perform celebrations of mod-
ern industrial energy, such as world expositions, as well as the visual by-prod-
ucts of that modernity – advertising, streetlights, brilliant skylines. Beaumont 
(2015) traces this back to the eighteenth century: even the weak lamps of the 
link boy enlightened the urban night to produce a new urban drama: ‘nightlife’.
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Urban lighting therefore splits between functional responsibilities dis-
charged by cities and production of spectacle by aestheticizing agents. Petty 
(2007, 2016) shows that this distinction was central in the professionalization 
of lighting design in the US from the 1900s: a central issue was whether pro-
fessional bodies should organize as ‘illuminating engineers’ or ‘lighting design-
ers’. This distinction is often institutionalized in municipal arrangements: for 
example, in Brisbane, Australia, street lighting comes under Queensland’s 
state responsibility for transport safety, while there is a separate city-level pro-
gramme for ‘creative’ and event lighting. In the Derby case, below, the lighting 
strategy produced by urban designers was undermined by another department 
mounting event lighting that they were never told about.

Two case studies

Our two case studies involved making space for ‘the social’ within this per-
vasive distinction by collaboration between social research and urban design 
professionals. We worked both as academic ethnographers and as contracted 
researchers. In Whitecross, a Peabody housing estate in inner London, we were 
invited by the Peabody ‘Improve’ team to expand an earlier ‘social research 
in design’ workshop we carried out there in October 2014. This workshop – in 
which 25 designers developed lighting strategies based on conducting their 
own social research – significantly challenged Peabody’s view of lighting as 
a matter of maintenance and safety. During the five-day workshop, design-
ers encountered users’ understandings of their social spaces, challenging their 
own spatial understandings: for example, one design team discovered through 
interviews that the side of a housing block that they identified as the front 
entrance – from estate plans – was regarded by most residents as the back 
of the building. Following the workshop’s success, Peabody invited us to do 
further social research, develop a public realm lighting scheme and produce 
guidelines for integrating social research into estate design. This research com-
prised interviews with Whitecross residents and Peabody staff, and participa-
tion in design meetings.

In Derby in 2014, we were given access to the lighting masterplanning pro-
cess under the Council’s Regeneration team, working with the lighting design 
practice, Speirs+Major. We conducted research integrated into the design pro-
cess (studying users and stakeholders of the nocturnal city centre and mapping 
their pathways); at the same time, we interviewed and observed Derby Council 
and S + M staff, thus allowing us to study the masterplanning process itself.

Whitecross

Whitecross is a social housing estate in central London run by Peabody Trust, 
a socially oriented organization, well connected to residents. However, before 
our intervention, light was regarded as a technical matter deployed solely 
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for safety and security at minimum cost. Not unusually, ‘safety’ and ‘security’ 
were trump cards played by both Peabody and vocal residents to veto design 
decisions intended to further other social values such as conviviality, inter-
connection or atmosphere. For example, invoking ‘safety’ meant light should 
be bright to prevent falls or accidents, while quality light with good colour 
rendering was deemed inappropriate because it might enable junkies to locate 
their veins. Similarly, lighting a green space or providing benches might attract 
undesirables.

This reduction of lit social scenes to safety and security fits with wider tech-
nical/aesthetic divisions played out at a city scale and which supports a politics 
of design inequality: social housing estates are framed as inherently problem-
atic spaces of potential public disorder, crime and danger and therefore lit 
largely within regulatory and disciplinary logics. Foucauldian ‘panopticism’ is 
certainly an apt reference: the standard result is ‘prison-yard lighting’ – over-
bright, uniform lighting from high masts to achieve maximum visibility and 
surveillance – that links technical lighting with crime reduction and increased 
perception of safety (on little consistent evidence). Such lighting codes these 
estates in terms of social inequalities that it spectacularly reproduces: contrast 
this functional coding of social housing with upmarket neighbourhoods and 
city centres lit for atmospheric quality, heritage or entertainment. The latter 
are accorded a right  to be aesthetic, denied to estates, and indeed an aesthetic 
role  in urban development plans. This technical/aesthetic split is therefore 
instrumental in differentially valuing social spaces and reproducing urban spa-
tial inequalities (Sloane, Slater and Entwistle 2016); social inequality is repro-
duced through an impoverishment of ‘the social’ as professionally performed 
through the technical/aesthetic division.

Once identified with public order functions, a technical logic dominates 
all aspects of lighting social housing. Within estate management, spaces were 
administratively differentiated according to functional rather than social log-
ics. For example, internal and external lighting – tied to different technical 
issues and standards – were located in separate departments and budgets, 
preventing integrated estate lighting despite the fact that light continuously 
spilled across spaces that were socially connected. Specifically, some housing 
blocks had external walkways leading from stair wells across front doors, mak-
ing them simultaneously external access routes and private spaces. These walk-
ways were lit by ‘bulkhead’ lights, producing extremely bright, poor quality 
light, instantly recognizable as ‘council house’ lighting, and justified in terms of 
safety and security. Some tenants taped black bin liners over their windows so 
they could sleep (perversely losing essential sunlight during the daytime). Yet 
both Peabody and resident groups assumed that lower light levels would be 
unacceptable to tenants as unsafe.

Standardized brightness levels depended on social classification of the bal-
conies. Peabody had chosen to define them as internal corridors, requiring 
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lighting to 100–150 lux. They could equally have been defined as exterior pas-
sageways (5–30 lux) or even external pedestrian spaces (2 lux). Given that 1 
lux is the light cast by a full moon on a cloudless night, and 200 lux is the light-
ing standard set for internal public gathering spaces, there is a huge potential 
technical variation based on unexamined, undiscussed social categorizations. 
In fact, tenants’ classifications were also ambiguous: in doorstep conversa-
tions, these spaces were regarded as private entrances, and complained about 
the brightness; in public consultations, however, vocal residents defined these 
spaces exclusively as public safety matters. Peabody understandably resolved 
this ambiguity in favour of technical safety standards rather than opening up 
for discussion these more complex social understandings of specific spaces 
which would also destabilize practical assumptions (widely shared by institu-
tions like the police) that brightness secures safety. Moreover, this technical 
response allowed Peabody’s duty of care to be discharged by ensuring ‘accept-
able standards’ were observed.

This problem of overly bright balconies was not due to Peabody’s lack of 
social concern but the reduction of ‘the social’ to technical standards, which 
we take to be an important case of sociological impoverishment. Standards 
(Bowker and Leigh Star 2000) connect light and social worlds through typifica-
tions of social settings and social actors, such that normative levels and qualities 
of light can be applied, and designers and their clients can be seen to discharge 
their duty of care. Lighting designers themselves are generally ambivalent 
about standards. On the one hand, typification of the social to identify technical 
‘best practice’ both articulates duty of care, and also rationalizes work processes 
by reducing ambiguity. On the other hand, however, designers are routinely 
aware that they are always designing for particular people and practices and 
can rarely just apply the ‘right’ number; knowing which  number to apply is a 
matter of social interpretation, instinct, experience, knowledge. As Kevin Lynch 
(1984: 152) put it: ‘Much of the bread and butter of city design and management 
deals with fit [between ‘place and action’]…’, with ‘fit’ reduced to a standardized 
‘quantitative adequacy’, that ignores ‘the qualitative basis of these numbers’. 
This ‘fit’ by-passes social understandings of whether there is an ‘adequate’ fit 
for different actors: ‘[S]tandards are developed for these typical settings and the 
analysis of fit becomes a matching against standards’ (1984: 158).

What did ‘making space for the social’ mean in this story? It meant moving 
from ways of thinking about lighting that standardized ‘the social’, preventing 
public interpretation of social spaces. This meant challenging the coding of 
Whitecross exclusively as a safety concern to be dealt with technocratically: for 
example, at one point Whitecross was proclaimed the first social housing estate 
to get designed  lighting. The workshops acted to introduce alternative social 
values beyond safety and security, while a ‘Guerrilla’ lighting event held on the 
estate helped to introduce ‘aesthetic’ values as an experience of social trans-
formation rather than embellishment or place marketing. Our collaboration 
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involved moving debate within Peabody/Whitecross from the application of 
standards to a public discussion of social practices, meanings and values.

Derby

In 2013 Derby City Council’s regeneration team commissioned a lighting mas-
terplan as part of their development framework (Entwistle, Slater and Sloane 
2015). Configuring Light obtained access to this process through the lighting 
designers tasked with the masterplan, Speirs+Major (S + M), and, with the 
support of Derby Council’s ‘regen(eration) team’, we were invited to contrib-
ute social research to the masterplanning process.

The masterplanning commission was itself part of the regen team’s wider 
struggle to open up a political space between technical and aesthetic discourses 
within city planning (Entwistle and Slater, under review). Derby had recently 
been locked into a 25-year private finance initiative (PFI) with engineering firm 
Balfour Beatty (BB), within a context of swingeing budget cuts. The PFI relied 
on a purely functional specification of lighting that mirrored the Whitecross 
situation: the contractual concern was to meet duty of care obligations for safe 
streets by meeting lighting standards for parameters such as brightness, colour 
rendering index, mounting height and uniformity. Concerns of heritage, atmo-
sphere, event lighting, environmental issues and innovation were additional or 
residual. BB could rapidly install a standardized, large-scale system in the first 
two years and collect on this investment from the council for the next 23 years.

This neo-liberal arrangement was enabled by an impoverished version of 
‘the social’: by reducing lighting to technical standards, functions and cost it 
could be contracted out to an engineering firm with no design involvement. 
The Derby regen team, by contrast, was led by urban planners who shared 
a commitment to ‘design’ as a holistic approach that could treat public space 
as lived social space. To the regen team, the BB PFI symbolized all that was 
wrong in urban planning, not just lighting: it meant the privatization of lit 
urban space and, as the lead lighting designer put it, produced lighting that 
‘was just fucking horrific… [BB engineers] just sent lighting calculations and 
they’re lighting everything to major highway intersections or junction light 
standards’ (interview). ‘Prison yard lighting’, justified by safety standards, pro-
duced profoundly uncomfortable spaces because the over-lighting obliterated 
social meaning and, by contrast, created dark, threatening adjacent streets. 
This was most evident in the low-value commercial area in Derby city centre, 
St Peter’s, dominated by pound shops and betting shops. As with Whitecross, 
functional lighting defined social spaces solely as incipient problem spaces, 
coded for inequality: at the other end of the city centre was the heritage 
‘Cathedral Quarter’ which retained picturesque buildings, independent shops, 
cafes and bars and which was lit with faux heritage lights, mounted at human 
scale, with warm tones, all designed to establish atmosphere. 
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The technical logic of the PFI left the regen team little room to treat light-
ing as social fabric; their only room for manoeuvre was mapped out by the 
aesthetic: firstly, the PFI contract contained clauses that required BB to meet 
city demands for ‘creative’ and ‘innovative’ lighting – lighting related to events, 
atmosphere and entertainment – plus provision in the event of technical 
changes (this agreement was implemented, irrevocably, just a couple of years 
before the LED revolution overtook cities globally). Although aesthetics 
was contractually restricted to spectacular and event lighting (festivals, light 
shows, entertainment venues) and not extendable to mundane street lighting, 
the regeneration team could leverage these clauses in their initial attempts to 
redesign the city. The resulting ‘social’, however, was a tourist-driven enter-
tainment city, rather than a diversified landscape of mundane practices. In this 
context, the hiring of Speirs+Major to do a masterplan was a strategic move 
from both functional lighting and (aesthetic) event lighting to a full implemen-
tation of urban design.

There was, however, a second aesthetically defined counterpoint to the tech-
nicality of the PFI: place-marketing to attract inward investment and tourism, 
as championed by Marketing Derby. As in Julier’s (2005) discussion of cultural 
regeneration in Hull, Derby Council aimed to mobilize a new vision of the city. 
Like Hull, Derby suffered from ‘lack of aspiration and confidence’ (Julier 2005: 
883) that was widely discussed by stakeholders. Marketing Derby addressed 
this by promoting iconicity and semiotic (re)coding of the city through light-
ing. This use of light fit within the regen team’s strategy but was also at odds 
with it: it focused primarily on consumable aesthetic images of the city, not 
uses and practices within its everyday life. It can be expressed in terms of the 
difference between place-marketing  aimed at generating investment in the city 
from ‘outsiders’ and place-making  aimed at city spaces that work for everyday 
users (Chang and Huang 2008). The regen team’s masterplan commission – 
and their enrolment of us as sociologists – was a step towards the latter.

Marketing Derby’s interest in lighting, by contrast, was semiotic: to create 
aesthetic images that coded the city as desirable to investors. Significantly, 
at the time of our fieldwork almost all images in ‘Marketing Derby’ public-
ity material were romantically lit night photographs and films for ‘invest in 
Derby’ (http://www.marketingderby.co.uk/invest-in-derby/) As the marketing 
director straightforwardly put it, ‘we will use light to try to make the city more 
attractive … to sell the city to visitors’.

Place-marketing approaches share with technical lighting discourses a 
disconnection from ‘the social’ as practices lived and experienced by deter-
minate actors. One particularly striking image in the Marketing Derby bro-
chure showed a lit bridge traversed by a lone woman with the Derby skyline 
and cathedral in the distance. She is a semiotic invention, not least because 
residents know (and our research showed) there is little reason, particularly 
for women, to go to the river at night, a lonely place with negligible footfall. 

http://www.marketingderby.co.uk/invest-in-derby/
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It was not a recognized pathway into or out of the city centre, except for a 
few (mostly male) residents on their way to a real ale scene across the river. 
Here lighting matters only in producing a city-to-be-photographed, presented 
in representation to potential investors. Such aesthetic lighting, like techni-
cal standards, comprises generic social codifications. The river image is a cli-
ché of city branding. As Lee (2014) argues, the emergence of the skyline as 
a favoured perspective in nineteenth-century New York has to do with how 
people began to approach the city by rail and road. This imagery views the 
city from a distance, a memorably photogenic perspective. Pretty images of 
night-time Derby, seen from a distance, present an alternative image to the 
unattractive functional lights inflicted on actual streets, but have nothing to do 
with the way people experience the city at street level, with its social rhythms 
and flows. One Marketing Derby person’s comments exemplified this socially 
unanchored semiotics:

I imagine that if you were to take the development map out, there are things 
that are lit up that are beautiful, and there’s things that could be lit up that 
are ugly, where the lighting can beautify that bridge for example. … I’ve seen 
it in France where lighting can make something quite ugly look quite pre-
sentable. You’ve got massive opportunities in the city … it’s a blank canvas 
why doesn’t somebody please do something with it? (interview transcript)

The regen team, fighting for a socially informed urban design, were very clear 
about the problem with this aesthetic approach and the assumption that Derby 
was a ‘blank canvas’ rather than a social world: ‘aesthetics can appear “empty”; 
aesthetics is important, but we often try and steer people away from it’ (inter-
view with urban designer). She explicitly distinguished ‘aesthetics’ from ‘atmo-
sphere’ which she understood to reference the ways in which embodied people 
experience and use a space.

Despite this semiotic emptiness, Marketing Derby actually made a good case 
for a version of ‘the social’ not too far away from the regen team’s: Derby’s city 
centre was largely deserted by night, mainly because residents live in outlying 
areas and increasingly seek their night-time entertainments in neighbouring 
cities:

so, our strategy is very simply [to] get the middle classes to … come here. 
And the only reason they will come here is A if there is something for them 
to do, …, and B if they come into town it’s actually quite pleasant and it 
feels nice, it feels like the sort of place you want to be… So that’s where it 
[lighting] fits in the regeneration strategy for me, I think it can add value to 
this turn around. (interview)

Whereas the PFI aimed to secure minimum technical standards cheaply, and 
Marketing Derby to sell the city centre through beautification, the regen team 
championed urban design as a commitment to building social  space, defining  
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urban design as a holistic approach to urban social activation. The enrolment of 
both S + M (famous for combining social and spatial analysis) and Configuring 
Light (as London School of Economics sociologists) was part of a wider strat-
egy of network-building by the regen team: the team leader brought in figures 
as diverse as police, digital enterprise experts, entertainment and festival orga-
nizers and housing developers. Lighting served as a focus, important in its own 
right but also offering symbolic and public demonstration of potential trans-
formations of everyday urban life. Our role as sociologists in this process was 
to represent or speak for ‘the social’ by producing knowledge of ‘it’ (identify-
ing stakeholders, nocturnal pathways, moving the agenda beyond safety, and 
literally speaking up for ‘the social’ in meetings, documents, informal conver-
sations and work processes) for the regen team to leverage political, financial 
and material space for a more vital, attractive ‘social’ in Derby (Entwistle and 
Slater, under review).

Concluding discussion

We have traced diverse openings for ‘the social’ in both academic and profes-
sional discourses on lighting and explored some difficulties involved in mak-
ing a space for ‘the social’. We began by arguing that it is crucial to look into 
the institutional histories and processes that situate ‘the social’ in professional 
practices, however defined. Lighting served as a strategic example of how dif-
ferent social-shaped spaces are made, and how institutionalized distinctions – 
between the technical and aesthetic in our case – can produce a sociologically 
impoverished space for ‘the social’. The technical modality reduces ‘the social’ 
to generic situations and actors to whom standardized measures are applied; 
the aesthetic modality reduces ‘the social’ to representations – photographa-
ble events and place-branding iconicity. These modalities are politically sig-
nificant: in Whitecross, this distinction enforced a politics of design inequality 
which split ‘the social’ between spaces lit for safety and spaces valued for their 
aesthetic qualities, while Derby was effectively divided in two: a functionally 
defined infrastructure sold to private capital; and a place-marketing aesthetic 
image sold off to incoming investors.

Our collaborations with lighting professionals in both cases were partisan: we 
are trying to carve out space for what we recognize as our ‘sociological social’ 
(though it could equally be a geographical or anthropological one), one which 
seems to resonate with some basic parameters of lighting practice, and which 
(some) lighting professionals welcome in their design work but which they 
also mediate in ways that we as sociologists may find problematic. This returns 
us to the points made in the Introduction: our whole research programme has 
aimed  to be performative and inventive (to have ‘impact’). However, the claim 
to performativity – that social sciences play a strong role in constituting the 
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phenomena that they then represent – is always an empirical claim: in any 
particular case, how far were they (we) actually able to be performative? And 
through what social mediations? Under what constraints and conditions? We 
have openly presented these issues from our own standpoint as professional 
sociologists: we advocate our own space for ‘the social’. Making social life is 
‘performative, reflexive and material’ (Marres, Guggenheim and Wilkie 2018: 
19) but this does not mean that social science  concepts are what other social 
actors perform, or that they automatically perform our  sociological social.

Perhaps this involves a return to an earlier ANT of translations and enrol-
ments: what gets to be a mediator, and what role does it play? This equally 
applies to sociology’s field position: which  sociologies (or other disciplines) 
are actually achieving performativity, or allowed to invent anything? In light-
ing, we are competing with, for example, statistical sociologies of footfall mea-
surements, economic cost-benefit analysis and psychologies of perception and 
cognition. Perhaps ‘the social’ is best treated as one of those boundary objects 
passed between communities of practice that only just retain a stable iden-
tity, and only through constant negotiation or strategic ambiguity (Star and 
Griesemar 1989).

We would therefore want to see our practice in relation to debates on ‘inven-
tive’ methods. Our collaborations, often deploying conventional sociological 
methods, are engagements in which we work with practitioners in both invent-
ing social spaces and inventing the space of ‘the social’ itself. Social science 
research, on this basis, can  contribute concepts that enter into the world such 
that ‘theories and methods are protocols for modes of questioning or inter-
acting which also produce  realities’ (Law and Urry 2004: 395). The move from 
performative to inventive sociology (Marres, Guggenheim and Wilkie 2018: 
34) argues that it must  and should  do so: recognizing performativity positively 
demands that we move on to invention, to finding new ways of doing sociology 
in which we treat intervention as a central sociological task, both politically and 
methodologically: quite simply, if ‘the social’ is a performative concept, then part 
of our job is to ask what kind of world we are trying to invent, and how. What 
we hope to have demonstrated through the case of lighting is the complexity 
of negotiations, institutional arrangements and conceptual mediations over the 
very space of ‘the social’ that we must enter into in order to be inventive.

(Date accepted: January 2019)

Note

1. The article draws on work with many 
collaborators, professional and academic. 
We particularly want to acknowledge our 
debt to Dr Elettra Bordonaro, lighting 
designer and third core member of the 

Configuring Light research group. The 
Whitecross project involved two phases, the 
first funded by LSE’s HEIF5 funding and 
enabled by the support of Peabody Trust 
and iGuzzini; the second directly funded 
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by Peabody. A former team member, Mona 
Sloane, played an important role in project 
concept, administration and fieldwork. The 
Derby project grew out of our collabora-
tion with Speirs+Major, and particularly our 
work with Mark Major and Satu Streatfield, 

to whom we are indebted for their ongoing 
support; the research was supported, and 
funded, by Derby City Council’s regener-
ation team then led by Pranali Pareekh. 
Mona Sloane participated in this research.
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